In a recent paper, B. S. Mityagin and A. S. Shvarts list many problems concerning functors and dual functors in categories of Banach spaces. Included in these problems is the question: What properties characterize compact functors? The purpose of this paper is to give partial answers to that question. Partial characterizations are given in terms of what are called Fredholm functors and finite rank functors. Affirmative answers are also given to two other questions of Mityagin and Shvarts. They are (1) If a functor is compact, is its dual compact? (2) If a natural transformation is compact, is its dual compact?
If for each X in B, r¡x: FX-> GX is an equivalence (isometric isomorphism), then F and G are called naturally equivalent.
Two functors that will be prominent in the following discussion are the horn and tensor functors, designated for an X in B by Q.x and Sx respectively. For each X in B, Qx is defined by the following assignments:
(1) If A is in B, QxiA) = BiX, A). (1) If X is in B, DF(X)=(F-^ Sx). (It can be deduced from (2.2) that this is a set.) ( 
2) Iff: X-+ Y is a morphism in B, DF(f): DF(X) -> DF(Y) is the morphism given by the equation (DF(f)(r))A = (/® Q o Ta for r e DF(X) and A in B.
Many examples of dual functors are given in [5] . There it is also proved that DZX is naturally equivalent to Q.x for each Banach space X, and DQ.X is naturally equivalent to Sx for each Banach space X. It can easily be verified that DIB is naturally equivalent to Ib, the identity functor of B. Definition 1.2. Let t. F->-G be a natural transformation from functor F to G. The dual transformation Dr: DG -*■ DF to r is the transformation which assigns to each object X in B in the morphism (Dr)x : DG(X) -> DF(X) given by ((¿>T)x'/).4 = Va ° -ta for r? e DGÍX) and ^ in B.
2. Compact functors, compact transformations, and their duals. This section is devoted to proving that the duals of compact functors and compact transformations are compact. Definition 2.1. Let r: F-*-G be a natural transformation. To each morphism /: X -> Y in B associate the morphism t(/) defined as rY o F(f) or its equal G(f) o rx: FX-> GY. The transformation t is compact if whenever /: X-»-Y is compact (see [1, p. 485] ), r(f) is also a compact operator. A functor F: B ->■ Ä is a compact functor if the identity natural transformation iF:F^F is compact. Similarly the concepts of weakly compact, Fredholm (see after (3.1)), epimorphic, and monomorphic natural transformations and functors are defined. Thus for example, t is a monomorphic transformation if whenever / is a monomorphism, t(/) is a monomorphism. The proof can be found in [5, p. 82 ]. Corollary 2.3. If F(X) is finite dimensional whenever X is finite dimensional, DF(X) is finite dimensional whenever X is finite dimensional. If F(X) is reflexive whenever X is reflexive, DF(X) is reflexive whenever X is reflexive. Proof. Let/: X-> Y be in B. Since t is a natural transformation the following diagram commutes.
Hence the following diagram commutes.
Since \rf | = |(t4.)*| = \rA,\, |t#| <oo so that t# is a natural transformation. Definition 2.7. Let t: F-h* G be a natural transformation, F' a subfunctor of F, and G' a subfunctor of G. Then F' and C are compatible subfunctors with respect to t if for each X in B, the restriction rrx of tx to F(I)cf(I) maps F'(X) into tJ'(A-).
Lemma 2.8. The mappings rrx defined in (2.7) generate a natural transformation rr: F' -^G'.
Proof. Let/: X^ Y he in B. Since rrx, rrY, F'(f), and G'(f) are the restriction of Tx, ty, F(f), and Gif) respectively, and G(f) ° tx = rY o F(f), the morphism G'if) ° rrx equals rrY o F'if). Proposition 2.9. Let r: F'-> G be a natural transformation and r*: G* -> F# the generated transformation defined in (2.6). Then DG and DF are naturally equivalent to compatible subfunctors of G^ and F# respectively icompatible with respect to r*).
Proof. Let R and S he the subfunctors of F# and G# which by virtue of (2. (G(X*))* (2.10) Proof. By similar proofs, it can be shown that with the words "weakly compact" inserted for the word "compact" in (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13), the corresponding statements are true. Using these altered statements, the proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of (2.14). Proof. If F has finite rank, so does DF by (3.1) and (2.3). is compact so that F(A) is finite dimensional. The result follows from (3.1). Corollary 3.6. If"Zx is a compact functor, X must be finite dimensional.
Proof. By (3.5), if A is a finite-dimensional Banach space, then X %> A must be finite dimensional. In particular, X ® / equivalent to X must have finite dimension.
Let F be a set. The notation lA(E) for Ain B represents the Banach space of all functions f. E-> A such that the "norm" of / given by |r| =2ee£ \Ke)\ is finite. In particular, if E=N={1, 2,..., n}, lA(N) is the set of all «-tuples a = (aj,..., an) made up of elements of A with norm given by \a\ =2"=i \ai\-Define the functor ln: B-+B by ln(A) = lA(N). Proof. Let /: A -> B be a compact mapping. Denote by (aXj,..., anj) the y'th term (ax,..., an)} of a sequence of elements of lniA). Then lnif)HaXj,..., anj)) is the element (f(aXj),.. -,fi(ani)) of ln(B). It suffices to show that if (aXj,..., anj) for j= 1, 2,... is a sequence in ln(A) so that, for each/ 2?=i |a«| = 1, then (f(ajj),..., f(an,)) for j=\, 2,... has a convergent subsequence. This is done by extracting first a subsequence fi(ajJlc) from f(aXj) converging to a point bj of B, and then extracting from f(a2jk) a subsequence converging to a point b2 of B, and so on. This can be done since /is compact. Eventually a subsequence of (f(aj,),f(a2¡), .. .,f(an,)) is obtained converging to the point (bx, b2,..., bn) of lniB). The question remains whether each finite rank functor is a compact functor. The following discussion shows that the answer is yes in all known cases. Definition 3.11. A Banach space Xis said to satisfy the approximation property if for each e > 0 and for each relatively compact subset C of X, there exists a map /: X -*■ X of finite rank so that \f(x) -x\ < e for all x in C.
Note. No Banach space is known that does not satisfy (3.11). See [3, p. 135] and [9, p. 521].
The following lemma is contained in a result by Grothendieck [3, p. 168 ].
Lemma 3.12. Let X be a Banach space that satisfies (3.11). Then for any Banach space Y, for any compact mapping f: Y -> X, there exists for each e > 0 a mapping ft: Y-> X of finite rank such that \f-fe\ <e. Proof. The proof is identical to that of (3.13).
The following lemma is similar to (3.12) and is contained in a result by Grothendieck [3, p. 168] . Lemma 3.15 . If Y is in B so that Y* satisfies the approximation property, then for any Banach space X,for any compact mapping f: Y^> X, there exists for each £>0 a mapping f: 7-^ X in B of finite rank so that \fe-f\ <«. Then
